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KOTZEBUE the recent alaska
federation of natives convention
darkly underlined the importance of
protecting subsistence inin alaska

one concern focused on the
methods of determining communities
that fall within the federal subsistence
criteria
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peoples Herlheritagetage

OPINION
proposals to disqualify cities such

as sitka and saxman that happened to
fall within the 2500 and 7000 popula-
tion levels brings to even greater light
the problems associated with federal
management

defining subsistence by populationpopula tion
ignores the cultural engine that drivesdri ves
subsistence activities just as impoimportant-
ly

artartant
as the need for food it also sets a

ridiculous although real
possibility that an unrelated population
boost could tilt the scales and cause a
community that was a subsistence area
one year not to be one the next the
opposite also could occur

the AFN convention highlighted
the absolute necessity of early passage
of legislation to allow for a public vote
on the rural subsistence preference
after the legislature failed inin this
respect last session the federal
government reluctantly began the pro-
cess to manage fish and game on
federal lands

my assessment isis that once the
federal foot isis in the door and they
become equipped to manage these
resources that it will become increas-
ingly difficult to return management
back to the state

from both a historical and future
perspective the current situation
reflects a breach of alaskan ethics inin
general and native alaskan
philosophy in particular the premise
of the statehood initiative was based
on alaskasalanskas wish to take control of its
own renewable resources

in the same vein our future as
a state and as a cultural group isis
based on continued efforts to self
manage resources and lessen
dependence on federal intervention
allowing the federal government to
return to fish and game mangementmanagementmangement
belies that philosophy

federal intervention requires a
massive bureaucratic and financial inin-
vestment by the federal government

the effort required to return to state
management will be directly propor-
tional to the amount of time that the
federal government has been allowed
to entrench itself

another concern of federal manage-
ment has to do with tfiet5etae distance and
perspective of the federal government
under state management we
developed a system that provided for
local and individual input

fish and game advisory committees
allowed ideas and desires on the local
level to be heard with a greater voice
on the statewide fish and game boards
even individuals had the opportunity
to submit proposals for change in the
system

because ot our intimate involvement
in the process the results were even

if not exactly to our liking at least
understandable

federal management brings a new
scenario where decisions arcare crafted
in washington DC although public

hearings mmayay be available tor input
this process lacks local involvement at
the design stage and therefore will
necessarily lack local credibility with
the end product

finally the government isis highly
subjectsub ct to pressures from nationwide
lobbyinglobryinglobrylobbyinging powers that far outweigh
community or cultural interests

antihuntinganti hunting environmental oil
gas timber and mineral lobbies exert
enormous pressure on the federal front
that will be difficult to counter when
subsistence topics are on the table

those groups have more time more
money are well organized and are inin
the right place to sway public policy
away from policies designed to pro-
tect our lifestyles

it isis inevitable that at some point
subsistence interests are going to be
inin directdi opposition0 to those interests
the likelihood of our waging a suc-
cessful fight seems meager
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